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June 16,2010

President Barack Obama
The White House
1600 Pe1U1sylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20500
Dear President Obama:
We are writing to express our concern regarding a proposal before the International
Whaling Commission (IWC) that would overturn the 1986 global moratorium on whaling. The
overwhelming majority of Americans strongly support the moratorium that has saved tens of
thousands of whales from exploitation, and we urge you to oppose any agreement that would
undermine its effectiveness and allow for the resumption of commercial whaling..
We understand that your Administration has engaged in negotiations related to the future
of the IWC with the goal of improving whale conservation, reducing the a1U1uai number of
whales killed worldwide, and ending commercial whaling now conducted under the guise of
science. We appreciate that effort and support such a goal. Unfortunately, the negotiations have
not achieved that intended result.
While the proposal developed by the "Support Group" of the IWC that was released to
the public on April 22 nd has been characterized in the press as one that would limit and
ultimately end commercial whaling, this is simply not the case. Instead, the proposal would
overturn the moratorium, allow for a resumption of commercial whaling, set quotas that are not
based on sound scientific principles, and reward those countries who have ignored the
moratorium by granting them exclusive quotas to hunt whales commercially. It would also
authorize commercial whaling in the Southern Ocean Sanctuary, an internationally designated
"safe haven" established in 1994 to protect more than 80% of the world's whales. In addition, it
would not prevent other nations that are party to the· IWC from objecting to the schedule or
taking a reservation and initiating whaling.
The fact that Japan, Iceland and Norway have continued whaling during the international
moratorium -- the former under the guise of scientific research that has been disavowed by the
scientific community and the latter two continuing to whale commercially under an objection -
should not be rewarded. Yet, in addition to granting these specific countries quotas to harvest
whales, the proposal would fail to eliminate the scientific research and other loopholes in the
International Convention for the Regulation of Whaling that have allowed commercial whaling
to continue. It also would not prohibit the commercial trade of whale meat. Adding insult to
injury, citizens from the U.S. and the majority of other countries who are party to the IWC and
oppose commercial whaling would be asked to subsidize the resumption and regulation of this
activity through the increased dues that they would pay to the organization.
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In short, this would jettison science in the name of politics and would undermine decades
of progress in whale conservation to support the wishes of a few countries that have flouted that
progress. We urge your Administration to strongly oppose the proposal, encourage other
countries to do the same, and work toward a new agreement that would guarantee the
conservation of whale populations for future generations.
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